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RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL DURING ACCIDENTAL SITUATIONS 

Existing emergency procedures, whose purpose is residual heat removal and a safe 
recovery are based on sequential analysis and initiating event diagnosis. This approach was 
found in some cases inappropriate and inefficient, specially in case of out-of-design 
accidents corresponding to multiple equipment failure or simultaneous human failures. 

To cope with these situations, a new approach was necessary. Parallel studies 
performed in France at FRAMATOME (the designer) and ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE (the 
utility) gave a new method, called NSSS physical states approach. 

Prior to the implementation of this method which necessitates further studies and 
developments, some improvements in the existing operating procedures derived from the 
NSSS physical states have already been achieved : that is the case for the safety injection 
control and the development of an emergency procedure called "Ul". 

This paper will briefly describe the NSSS physical states approach and present the 
"UP procedure. 

The tools which will be used to check these methods are also mentioned. 

1. NSSS ACCIDENTAL PHYSICAL STATES ANALYSIS 

The method is based on the fact that operator actions can be associated to a 
power plant physical state without reference to the initiating event. 

So the scope of the method is : 

- identifying the whole possible RCS cooling and core cooling physical states 
- characterising these states by physical measurements 
- identifying optimal recovery actions for each state 
- performing a synthesis to differentiate those states only which need different 

operator actions. 

Whole NSSS possible physical states can be identified and enumerated from a 
functional thermal hydraulic analysis based upon : 

- heat generation, transfer, flow, removal and storage 
- fluid mass storage, flow and phase distribution in RCS and secondary system. 

Performed studies show (Fig.l) that : 

- RCS fluid mass inventory (MP) and RCS heat removal mode define RCS 
behaviour, specially RCS fluid flow and core heat transfer and removal 

- RCS heat removal mode is a function of not condensable gas effect (NO and 
secondary system physical state (S). The physical state (S) depends on each steam 

Îfenerator physical state (G) defined from secondary water inventory (MS), steam pressure 
PS), and possible radio-activity (RA). 
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Thus it is possible (Fig.2) to synthétise these studies on a physical state grid for 
each SC and then for the NSSS physical state grid. Each state defined in these grids is 
identified from measured physical parameters with their evolution : RCS water inventory, 
primary-secondary temperature difference ( Tp_s), each secondary SG water level, steam 
pressure, and possible radioactivity. 

In each grid square - Le. physical state - required safety actions on actuators 
(safety injection, RCP, pressuriser relief valve, steam dump valve, AFV, steam or water 
SC isolation.») can be optimised to control and retrieve the system. 

To implement this method, additional studies and developments are necessary, in 
which are implied all concerned parties : constructors, utility and the technical support of 
the safety authorities. The main fields of studies are : 

• the development of additional instrumentation : hot leg void fraction and 
reactor pressure vessel water level measurements in order to follow the primary two-
phase flow nass inventory 

- exhaustive characterisation of RCS cooling states, state transitions, state-
actions correlation with an optimisation of actions required in each state 

• man-machine interface in order to assist the operator as regards the diagnosis 
and operation aid under accident conditions. 

Prior to the achievement of these studies, the present post-accidental operation 
of power plants should benefit of some improvements. 

Therefore an immediate but limited application of the physical states approach 
has been achieved, taking into account the present available instrumentation. It concerns : 

• the modification of actuation criteria for the main safeguard systems in order 
to make them as independent as possible of the accident sequences. To this end, a 
constant monitoring of the main parameters, or parameter combinations, is ensured. 
These parameters allow to define ar, any time the actuating or desactuating of these 
systems, in order to optimise their use in any situation. This improvement deals with the 
start-up ana stopping of safety injection pumps, the actuation of the containment spray 
system, the isolation of contaminated steam generators, and, at a less extent, with the 
primary pump stopping. 

- since the existing procedures are not exhaustive, the implementation of further 
safeguards, which confirm or define Again the main actions, independently of the initial 
diagnosis but as a function of the Actual accident course. This type of improvement 
concerns the passage of a procedure to another, and mainly continuous post-accidental 
supervision (PAS) and the writing of a new procedure called Ul procedure. 

2. ULTIMATE PROCEDURE : Ul 

The Ul emergency procedure is conceived to ensure best means for RCS cooling 
recovery for core safety during situations for which existing procedures become 
inadequate or inefficient. 

The objectives of the Ul procedure are to prevent or delay or minimize core 
damage and radioactive releases by using available means during any situation. 

Ul procedure has to be compatible with existing procedures and existing 
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instrumentation. It can be used only if there is no core melting and if the core geometry is 
still coolable. 

2.1. Method and principles 

After any initiating event and initial diagnosis, the operator uses event specific 
procedures until plant recovery is achieved. During recovery transients, the method by 
which event specific procedures must be shifted to Ul procedure is shown by the diagram 
in Fig. 3. A process is developed to diagnose, at any time and for any condition 
unexpected transients, which would be different from initially diagnosed event course, 
may be by operator action inefficiency or other causes. Integration of this process within 
existing procedures appears very difficult for 3 reasons : 

- difficulty to conceive accurate criteria within each procedure and within each 
recovery action step 

- difficulty for the operator to question his own previous decisions and actions 
- difficulty to introduce this process within existing procedure organization, 

because that would lead to an entirely new procedure design. 

On the other hand, it appears more interesting and feasible to conceive a 
continuous diagnosis : 

- using a specific logic redundant and independent of existing procedures 
- using NSSS physical states analysis with existing instrumentation completed by 

safety equipment status analysis 
- supervised by the shift technical advisor (STA) who ensures human redundancy. 

This logical process consists of a continuous post-accidental supervising (PAS) 
made by STA aiming at the following issues : 

- to confirm main recovery actions prescribed in the procedure presently used by 
the operator 

- to provide operator with guidance for additional safety actions if multiple 
failures occur while using event specific procedure (e.g. additional steam generator 
isolation) 

- to provide criteria, should more degraded conditions occur for using Ul 
procedure instead of event specific procedures. 

From PAS logical diagrams (Fig. * and Fig.5), the following can be monitored : 

- RCS fluid inventory and exit core temperatures 
- each steam generator physical state for RCS heat removal 
- secondary capability to reduce RCS temperature and pressure if necessary 
- containment pressure and temperature 
- safety systems status. 

The Ul procedure is directly used by the operator. This procedure consists of a 
diagnosis/actions grid (see Pig.6). Diagnosis uses PAS logical diagram parameters and 
criteria combinations are conceived to cover all possibilities. Each combination defines 
one case in the Ul grid and requires specific safety actions on actuators (safety injection, 
RCP, pressurizer relief valve, steam dump valve, AFW, steam or water SC isolation 
valves...). At any time, the Ul grid provides clear and accurate information, independent 
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of all possible event combinations and defines actions sufficient to mitigate the system 
evolution, to return, if possible, towards less and less degraded states by using available 
means. 

2.2. Applications 

The conception of PAS and Ul procedures can be synthetized as follows : 

a - after any reactor trip or loss of sub-cooling margin, the shift tedhnical advisor 
(STA) is called 

b - STA monitors PAS criteria at any time (every 5 min) ' 
c - information or confirmations by STA become operational, either after 

operator initial diagnosis and immediate actions prescribed* within event specific 
procedure are achieved, or at least 20 min after the beginning of accident. 

d - PAS is stopped, either when using Ul procedure is decided, or when a safe and 
stable NSSS physical state is established 

e - using Ul procedure decision is only taken by the STA from PAS-monitored 
criteria 

f - the decision for stopping the Ul procedure can only be taken by the Chief 
engineer. 

3. VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 

The emergency operating procedures must be verified and validated, and the 
operators must be trained before the procedures are implemented for use in the control 
room. So the development of tools for the checking of these new operating procedures, 
and consequently for operator training is under way. The tools are the integral system 
loop BETHSY, the CATHARE code and the SIP A and 5AF simulators. 

BETHSY 

This facility represents a three-loop FR AM ATOME reactor, scale 1/100 in volume 
and 1/1000 in power, that means the equivalent of the residual heat. The main scope is the 
analysis of post-accidental situations. 

In particular, the physical bases of the operation method called NSSS physical 
states approach will be validated according to the following : 

- identification of the cooling states of a PWR NSSS 
• check of the general methodology 
- value of the physical criteria which are used 
- validity of the defined operator actions 
- feasibility of procedure application. 

CATHARE 

CATHARE is a two-phase flow advanced code, developed jointly by CEA, EdF and 
FRAMATOME, whose physical models have been derived from analytical experiments, 
mainly French experiments. 

The overall verification of the code will be made on system experiments, such as 
LOFT, LOBI,... and later on, on BETHSY. The code will be used in particular by safety 
authorities to check the procedures. 
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SIPA 

This is a two-phase accident simulator developed from CATHARE code ; its 
feasibility is now being studied. The objective is to make a real-time calculation of an 
accident sequence ; CATHARE will therefore be restructured and modified to optimize 
the software. This simulator will then be based on a best-estimate code and will be used 
to test the procedures and to train the operators. 

SAF 

This is a two-phase flow accident, real-time simulator developed by 
FRAMATOME, and built by THOMSON, the purpose of which is accidental and post-
accidental situation studies and guideline validations. U will be in operation at the end of 
1984. 

« 



Figure 1 

NSSS Thermal-hydraulic Diagram 
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FIGURE 2 . 
- Construction of the physical states diagnostic 

. vs- actions' grids-
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FIG.3 OVERALL STRUCTURE 
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FIG. 4 PAS DIAGRAM 
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FIG. 5 PAS : SECONDARY SG DIAGRAM! 
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FIG. e U1 GRID 
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